



Application of the ‘KANZU’ approach to the  construction of educational program for 






























































































































































































































































































































































?????2010?????????? ???? ??? ????
????????????????
?????2015?????????????????????
??????????????56??? pp.774?779
??????2016a???????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????57??? pp.50?54
??????2016b??????????????????
??????????????????????????
?57??? pp.132?136
??????2016c??????????????????
????????????????????????57?
?? pp.212?217
??????2016d??????????????????
??????????????????????????
???57??? pp.298?305
??????2016e??????????????????
????????????????????57???
pp.400?407
??????2016f??????????????????
??????????????????????57???
pp.500?507
??????2016g??????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????? pp.1?12
??????2017a???????????????????
???????14???? pp.90?95
??????2017b???????????????????
????14???? pp.94?100
??????2017c????????????????? Q&A
?????????14???? pp.98?105
